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Detection and notification of errors,
downtime and other network anomalies.

DEKSI Network Monitor Free
Download is designed to offer the means

to perform a custom, complete and
detailed analysis of your network in the
attempt to prevent unwanted errors or
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crashes. Cracked DEKSI Network
Monitor With Keygen gives you the
means to monitor a large number of
services, including ports, DNS, ping,

processes, files and folders, along with,
and much more. It can sort lists of hosts

and displays them in monitoring lists.
DEKSI Network Monitor allows you to

create custom checks and monitor a
large number of ports and events.

DEKSI Network Monitor keeps track of
numerous services, including ports,

DNS, ping, processes, files and folders,
along with, and much more. DEKSI

Network Monitor is a feature-rich, easy
to use network monitoring tool designed
to help you detect, monitor and handle a
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large number of services which come
with DEKSI Network Monitor. DEKSI
Network Monitor Features: Save time:
with DEKSI Network Monitor, you can
perform a single check, or, if you wish,

save it to be checked at a later date.
Automate: saves time and effort, DEKSI
Network Monitor can be configured to
monitor hundreds of hosts and can even
be turned on remotely. Detect: DEKSI
Network Monitor is quick and easy to
use, along with reliable and simple to
use. Large scale monitoring: DEKSI

Network Monitor can monitor numerous
services, including ports, DNS, ping,

processes, files and folders, along with,
and much more. Numerous Notification
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methods: DEKSI Network Monitor
comes with a number of notification

methods, including email, SMS, audio
notification, and all the others. Reports:

check the status of host, service or
device remotely using a report and create
a graphical report for a period of time.
Alerts: capture network related events

and create a monitoring list to keep track
of these events. Easily view the status of

your data: DEKSI Network Monitor
automatically creates monitoring lists
that correspond to hosts, which then

allows you to easily view the status of all
your data at a glance. Monitor a large
number of services: DEKSI Network

Monitor enables you to scan the network
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and, whenever a device or service
becomes unavailable, it automatically

notifies you, so you can take immediate
action. Customize your checks: DEKSI
Network Monitor enables you to add

custom checks within a few clicks of the
mouse and does so using

DEKSI Network Monitor Free Download For Windows

Maintains USB and serial devices,
enumerates remote and local USB

devices, displays boot-time messages,
and allows for installing new drivers,
such as OLE IP Scanner is a network
monitoring tool designed for creating
and managing network maps. In just a

few clicks you can create new maps, edit
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an existing one, select your devices and
then view the results on a map. This

powerful network mapping tool is ideal
for IT administrators, system

administrators and network managers.
You can create maps that show

information such as: • Physical network
topology • Hardware inventory •

Operating system distribution • Local
network usage • Active Network Users •
Network traffic All maps are saved in an
XML or CVS format. Features: - Simple
and intuitive user interface - Create and
edit maps - Export and import maps in

XML, CVS or PostScript formats -
Change map layout with font sizes - Add

items in a map - Edit text, colors and
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fonts of items in a map - Print maps and
export them to PDF, JPEG, TIFF,

PostScript or EPS formats - Supports
time and date in map titles - Supports

system and user names and other text in
item names - Upload maps to FTP server
or use Map URL to copy maps - Change
map positions, resizes and moves items
with drag-and-drop - Color items with
transparency - Locate network devices
with Map Device ID - Look up device

locations with Map Device Name - Show
physical connections with Map

Connection Number - Interact with
remote devices in a map - Create custom

maps with Map Wizard - Share maps
with other users - Change map
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properties like title, file name, owner
and save to folder - Visualize your

network topology with Map Preview -
Add item to a map - Edit item with new
item type, font size, and color - Export
items with custom format and filename

to disk - Import items to a map from
files - Examine items in a map - List

items in a map - Enable the options and
modify the settings of the toolbar -

Display a network map in any window
on the screen - Reverse map display
direction - Import logs from files or

URLs - Export logs to files - Logs could
be imported into any application - Logs

could be exported to text files, CVS,
PostScript, PDF or EPS files - Support
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automatic reload of map - Support user
controls from 77a5ca646e
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DEKSI Network Monitor is a utility
designed to offer you the means to
perform a custom, complete and detailed
analysis of your network in the attempt
to prevent unwanted errors or crashes.
With it you are able to keep a close eye
on workstations, devices that are
connected to the network and even
servers. Monitor a large number of
services DEKSI Network Monitor
enables you to scan the network and,
whenever a device or service becomes
unavailable, it automatically notifies you,
so you can take immediate action. The
application can handle services for TCP
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ports, ICMP ping, DNS, SNMP, port on
switch, FTP, HTTP, along with process,
file and folder existence, disk space,
Javascripts, MySQL Server and much
more. Moreover, you’ll be pleased to
know that DEKSI Network Monitor
automates the retrieval of lists which
correspond to hosts and sorts them into
monitoring lists. Create custom checks
DEKSI Network Monitor enables you to
add custom checks within a few clicks
of the mouse and does so using a wizard-
like approach. It’s a simple process that
takes you through the steps of choosing
the check type, configuring its
parameters, dependencies and,
ultimately, selecting the appropriate
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action to take. The application displays a
user-friendly interface which makes it
comprehensive, but when you get to this
section of use, you get a clearer image of
just how intuitive DEKSI Network
Monitor actually is. Multiple ways of
responding to an error Along with a large
number of services which it can monitor,
DEKSI Network Monitor also comes
with an equally rich number of possible
responses to errors. You can opt to
display an on screen notification, send an
SMS or email, launch a specific
application, play an audio file or just as
easily, halt or restart the affected
service. An efficient network monitoring
tool To sum things up, If you’re a
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network administrator who’s looking for
a practical and versatile monitoring tool
which offers numerous notification
methods, then you can certainly try
DEKSI Network Monitor. 3 comments I
wanted to create a comment to say that
I’ve been very impressed by the level of
product support this company provides.
I’ve been through several products and
DEKSI Network Monitor is the best I’ve
used. I’ve had a couple of issues with it
and as a long-time Mac user, I was
extremely impressed that 1) It sent the
support email to me and

What's New In DEKSI Network Monitor?

DEKSI Network Monitor is a utility
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designed to offer you the means to
perform a custom, complete and detailed
analysis of your network in the attempt
to prevent unwanted errors or crashes.
With it you are able to keep a close eye
on workstations, devices that are
connected to the network and even
servers. Monitor a large number of
services DEKSI Network Monitor
enables you to scan the network and,
whenever a device or service becomes
unavailable, it automatically notifies you,
so you can take immediate action. The
application can handle services for TCP
ports, ICMP ping, DNS, SNMP, port on
switch, FTP, HTTP, along with process,
file and folder existence, disk space,
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Javascripts, MySQL Server and much
more. Moreover, you’ll be pleased to
know that DEKSI Network Monitor
automates the retrieval of lists which
correspond to hosts and sorts them into
monitoring lists. Create custom checks
DEKSI Network Monitor enables you to
add custom checks within a few clicks
of the mouse and does so using a wizard-
like approach. It’s a simple process that
takes you through the steps of choosing
the check type, configuring its
parameters, dependencies and,
ultimately, selecting the appropriate
action to take. The application displays a
user-friendly interface which makes it
comprehensive, but when you get to this
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section of use, you get a clearer image of
just how intuitive DEKSI Network
Monitor actually is. Multiple ways of
responding to an error Along with a large
number of services which it can monitor,
DEKSI Network Monitor also comes
with an equally rich number of possible
responses to errors. You can opt to
display an on screen notification, send an
SMS or email, launch a specific
application, play an audio file or just as
easily, halt or restart the affected
service. An efficient network monitoring
tool To sum things up, If you’re a
network administrator who’s looking for
a practical and versatile monitoring tool
which offers numerous notification
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methods, then you can certainly try
DEKSI Network Monitor. d3c7a3 5.00 /
5 DEKSI Network Monitor is a utility
designed to offer you the means to
perform a custom, complete and detailed
analysis of your network in the attempt
to prevent unwanted errors or crashes.
With it you are able to keep a close eye
on workstations, devices that are
connected to the network and even
servers. Monitor a large number of
services DEKSI Network Monitor
enables you to scan the network and,
whenever a device or service becomes
unavailable, it automatically notifies you,
so you can take immediate action. The
application can handle services for TCP
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ports, ICMP ping, DNS, SNMP, port on
switch, FTP, HTTP, along with process,
file and folder existence, disk space,
Javascripts, MySQL Server and much
more
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System Requirements For DEKSI Network Monitor:

Windows - Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (all editions)
CPU - 1.8GHz Dual Core Processor
(2.0GHz equivalent) RAM - 1GB
Graphics - DirectX 11 compatible
graphic card and 64MB Video RAM
Hard Disk - 1 GB Free Hard Disk space
Network: Broadband internet connection
If you still haven’t got it, or need some
help, download it for free here: Steam
account needed Important info for
Russian users
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